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The Institute for Humane Studies (IHS) is a non-profit hosted by George . Koch Industries denied Maddow's claim,
writing that "we were not.

Indeed, its lack was the major problem with slavery. James Bennet was an early Mises faculty member, and is
for several years. Access the index to the Anti-Environmental Archives here. Because we are accountable, we
commit ourselves to the pursuit of progress, and we are conscientious stewards of the trust and resources
invested in us. Another LOS member was charged in January for brutally beating a year-old black man at the
rally. The slaves could not quit. In March of , the Koch-funded youth organization, Students for Liberty, held
its annual conference of the Washington D. To submit a correction for our consideration, click here. Jennifer
N. He cited Lewis Powell by name in a speech he gave as chairman of the Institute for Humane Studies. Koch
foundations started investing in campuses at an exponential pace, starting with just seven campuses in  For
more from The Nation, check out our latest issue. According to Mayer, it was chemical magnate John M.
Students were tested at the beginning and the end of each week for ideological improvement. In recent years,
the Koch brothers hired a public relations firm to help them improve their lagging image as politically
polarizing plutocrats. That future will be molded by intelligent, motivated people who are dedicated to
individual liberty, the rule of law, limited government, spontaneous order, and tolerance. The money funded
graduate students to teach alongside DeRosa at the prison. Gramm, who is an ardently opposes regulation in
the energy sectors, asked for the reassessment of 44 of the Clean Air Act's federal regulations. Newman
received his Ph. For instance, to support assertions made in a recent, page policy paper , Koch-supported
American Encore regularly cites and quotes Mercatus Center research and mentions the center nearly a dozen
times. Because we are curious, we value opposing views and welcome both challenges and challenger alike. In
an interview , Redford recalls: it was not until my first year as a PhD student â€”13 that I really became
familiar with what the Mises Institute had to offer. The program is now hosted by the Charles Koch Institute.
Concerns over Koch and academic freedom at GMU have been raised by GMU students in and , though the
administration has refused and ignored calls to make Koch's contracts with GMU transparent to tuition-paying
students and tenured faculty alike. D economics student , Michael Watson Ph. We partner together to offer
students intensive summer seminars and on-campus programs throughout the year. In , George Mason
University officials again refused to provide information to reporters regarding Koch's financial arrangements
with the school.


